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A Spaghetti (with Swedish

meatballs, of course) dinner with

a bottle of cranberry wine, boiled

string beans with a red turnip, a

dish of cheese with some morsels

of garlic bread.

Mrs. Lompstrompf prepared for

the dinner after shopping at the

Bay market on 39 Street, where

she usually goes for grocery

shopping.

Sally and Mrs. Lompstrompf are at the dinner table. They

are talking about the children of the house and Grandma’s

home country, Norway.

Sally, who is always attentive to the stories of others, listens

to Mrs. Lompstrompf’s memories of Norway, the land of

fjords, trolls, and good dairy food.

Although Sally has never been to Norway, except reading

about the cultures thereof from books and magazines, Mrs.

Lompstrompf’s recounting of her own stories about the

country renders her a sense of vicarious reality in which she

finds herself in a small pretty brick house in a Norwegian

countryside where Grandma used to live when she was a

little girl.
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When I lived in Norway, we had a spaghetti dinner once

everyweek becase my father really loved my mother’s

spaghetti,” recollects Mrs. Lompstrompf with a warm

smile on her face. “It was like a little feast in our house

filled with delicious tomoato sauce that was my mother’s

specialty. She had learned the art of great tomoto sauce

from our Italian grocer Mr. Mario.”

Aunt Mary was deligited to hear such pleasant story of

Mrs. Lompstrompf’s story about the family spaghetti

dinner she had in her childhood in Norway, and learned to

know how such a recipe of wonderful tomato sauce and

meatballs was passed on to her by her mother.

Meanwhile, Mathilda is comfortably ensconced in the sofa on

the 2nd floor after tiding up the bathroom and the boys’ room.

She likes the moment of solitude with a bag of French fries

that she made herself. But she also feels lonely, wondering

what Mary and Mrs. Lomstrompf will be doing downstairs.

Or course, Mathilda likes them very much, but it’s just her

nature to spend sometime in solitude. Mathilda regards his

solitary moment as a time to reflect herself and the world

around her that she reads from newspaper and magazines.

She believes that if people do not spend lots of time in solitude,

distanced from connection with the rest of the world, we will

be unable to form our own ideas about the world around us.

The result will be our languidness in thinking our own, and

istead total dependence on the ideas of others.
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Upon reflection, Mathilda went downstaris to join the spaghetti dinner. The intelligent Mathilda enjoys

the company of Mrs. Lompstrompf and Mary who are congenial to her placid, sensetive nature.

Moreover, both of them are mavelous cooks! So there they eat together, confabulating with each other

about food, their neighbors, their memories, the children of the house, and etc.

“So how was your day, Mathilda?” Mrs.

Lompstrompf asks. “Thank you for

cleaning the bathroom. It may seem a

inconsequential chore, but it is an

important part of homaking to keep the

bathroom, the place for our essential

physiological functioning, hygienic.”

“Yes, I say ditto to you, Mrs. Lompstrompf,”

comes the response from Mathilda out of

her belief on the bathroom as the essential

living quarter of the house to maintain our

health.
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“I mean, of course, kitchen and the dining

room are also equally important for living,

but our body must maintain healthy bodily

functions of digestion and conducting

necessary hygiene.”

Mrs. Lompstrompf nods to Mathilda’s

articulate remarks in agreementm, and

thinks Mathilda is articulate in expressing

her thoughts and ideas in a clear manner of

speech.

“It’s all good to have Mathilda and Mary with us in this

house,” thinks Mrs. Lompstrompf to her self, “Happiness is

not of grand scale but of simple mesure, such as having this

pleasant spaghetti dinner tonight together. If my cooking

skills can contribute a small joy to this home, then I am

content with it.”

A sense of security and affection is the sine qua non of a

happy individual. Surely, our life is not filled with roses and

chocolates, but at least we can try to live up to aur

expecations however humble they may be or seem. But the

unuversal truth is “Simplicity is the Beauty,” which is also

related to Simplicty of Happiness.

In that regard, tonight’s dinner is a hapiness.


